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The axis of the solar dipole magnetic field is aligned to within 30" of the solar rotational axis for up to 2 years during solar minima. Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) during those periods arise from the equatorial streamer belts and should share the magnetic orientation of the dipole field. If those field orientations are maintained in interplanetary space, CMEs producing geomagnetic storms should be characterized by southward B: during minima when the fields point outward in the northern solar hemisphere and by northward B. at alternate minima when the solar dipole is reversed. Since southward B. is an important factor in producing geomagnetic storms, we should expect that storms during minimsa characterized by southward B. are significantly larger than those during the alternate minima. Storm data from 10 solar minima are used to test this hypothesis. The test yields a null result.
14. SUBJECT The axis of the solar dipole magnetic field is aligned to within 30* of the solar rotational axis for up to 2 years during solar minima. Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) during those periods arise from the equatorial streamer belts and should share the magnetic orientation of the dipole field. If those field orientations are maintained in interplanetary space, CMEs producing geomagnetic storms should be characterized by southward B, during minima when the fields point outward in the northern solar hemisphere and by northward B, at alternate minima when the solar dipole is reversed. Since southward B, is an important factor in producing geomagnetic storms, we should expect that storms during minima characterized by southward Bz are significantly larger than those during the alternate minima. Storm data from 10 solar minima are used to test this hypothesis. The test yields a null result.
1.
IMNRODUCrION ponents at heights of 1.03 Rs over the associated flares which matched the southward (northward) orientation of B. B., the component of the interplanetary magnetic field-at 1 AU. They suggested that the magnetic orientation in directed normal to the ecliptic plane, is known to be a key driver gas generated by flare-associated CMEs may be parameter for geomagnetic storms. The largest storms ap-predictable. pear to be due to the presence of strong southward pointing While further studies may validate the H&Z technique for B. fields [e.g., Tsurutani et al., 1990 [e.g., Tsurutani et al., , 1992 . Guided by the predicting Bz fields in shock driver gases, several aspects of Gold [1959] cartoon of a bottle or tongue for the interplane-their approach are open to question. The first is their tary magnetic field resulting from a solar eruption (Figure 1 ), assumption that the coronal fields directly over the flare site some workers have sought to relate the basic magnetic expand in the CME to become the fields observed at I AU. structure of the erupting solar region to the structure of the The angular width of a typical CME measured in the corona resulting interplanetary field, especially the B. component. is -45° [Kahler, 19"7] , greatly exceeding that of active Pudovkin and Chertkov [1976] found that flares with large-regions or flares [Kahler et al., 1989; Harrison et al., 1990] . scale (-105 kin) southward fields were associated with In addition, the locations of flares associated with CMEs S intense geomagnetic storms, but flares with northward fields range from the edges to the centers of the CME spans were rarely associated. The subject is controversial [Kahler, [Kahler et al., 1989; Harrison, 1991] . Thus a priori, one 1992], with some studies [e.g., Tang et al., 1985 [e.g., Tang et al., , 1986 [e.g., Tang et al., , 1989 would expect the coronal fields appropriate for a prediction I finding little success in using the directions of flare fields to finpreding littlersuccess usg the direction se ofarenield tof of interplanetary B . to be much larger in scale than those of Spredict either the direction of B z or the occurrence of active regions and to lie outside active regions. A related ._. geomagnetic storms.
question about the H&Z technique is why the prediction of o Recently, Hoeksema and Zhao [1992] (hereinafter H&Z) Bz at the Earth should be independent of the relative have examined the magnetic field orientations of the pre-location of the flare on the disk. We might expect that the sumed solar sources of five strong southward Bz events H&Z prediction is good only for CMEs ejected directly S ' detected at I AU. Rather than using the photospheric fields toward the Earth, with fields poorly predicted when the as earlier investigators have done, they examined the coro-associated CMEs originate well away from cent meridian. nal fields over the parent event sites. H&Z used a potential Another question about this scheme concerns the concept field model [Hoeksema et al., 1982] to calculate the coronal field orientations over the solar sources at heights of 1.03, of source heights for flare-associated CMEs. Even if we 1.20, and 2.49 Rs. In the one case of a prominence eruption, accept the flare site as the appropriate place to measure the no southward field component was found at any of these field direction, it is clear from H&Z that the coronal field heights. However, for three of the four events associated direction varies considerably with height above the flare. with flares a southward field component was calculated at Since we expect all the field lines over the flare region to be 1.03 Rs. Neither candidate flare of April 10, 1981 [Sheeley et carried out to I AU by the CME, these various field al., 1985], was associated with a calculated southward field orientations should also be observed at the Earth. However, component at any height.
H&Z chose 1.03 and 1.20 Rs as candidate "release heights", Encouraged by this agreement in field directions for three regions in which the coronal field directions should match of their five cases, Zhao and Hoeksema (1992] selected the interplanetary field directions. Implicit in this scheme is periods of strong Bz at 1 AU and then examined the solar the assumption that only the fields from the release height coronal fields of associated flare regions. In four additional make a substantial contribution to the interplanetary B:. cases they found southward (northward) coronal field com-This may require that lower and higher coronal field lines not erupt, contrary to our understanding of CMEs. FurtherThis paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1993 by more, observations show that the interior features of CMEs, the American Geophysical Union.
such as prominences, move more slowly than the leading Paper number 92JA02565.
edges and hence cannot be driving CMEs [Kahler, 1988] . To summarize, there are several serious conceptual difficulties sheet extends less than 20' from the solar equator, as seen in with the H&Z scheme for predicting the direction of the B, Figure 2 . With the rise in solar activity the sheet extends to driver gas at 1 AU. increasingly higher latitudes until the polar fields reverse at The uncertainties in predicting either B. or geomagnetic solar maximum [e.g., . As the next ministorms are compounded by difficulties in testing those pre-mum is approached, the neutral sheet again lies at low solar dictions. Tsurutani et al. [ 1988] pointed out that storms often latitudes, but now the polarity of the dipole is reversed from consist of two or more steps, each of which corresponds to that of the previous minimum. significant changes in the interplanetary field. BZ fields often
Around the period of minimum a belt of coronal streamers fluctuate substantially over 12 to 24 hour periods, so the surrounds the Sun near its equator [Mihalov et al., 1990] . A success of predictions of net BZ directions [McComas et al., comparison between the locations of the white-light 1989] can be very dependent on the time intervals over streamer belt and the neutral sheet of the potential-field which one averages the B, fields. Changing the geomagnetic calculation [Hoeksema et al., 1982] has shown good agreestorm threshold will also change the statistics of any study ment [Wilcox and Hundhausen, 1983] , indicating that the relating storm occurrence to interplanetary fields [e.g., Gos-streamer belt bisects the two hemispheres of the solar ling et al., 1991] .
dipole. The question of whether one can relate coronal magnetic
The apparent latitudes of CMEs also follow the projected field directions to interplanetary B. directions or to associ-latitudes of the streamer belt and neutral sheet through the ated geomagnetic storms is obviously difficult to answer. We solar cycle [Hundhausen, 1993] . The average width of the will attempt to address this question with a synoptic and SMM CMEs is about 450, with little variation throughout the statistical approach which avoids the detailed problems solar cycle (St. Cyr and Burkepile, 1990 ]. If we therefore discussed above. It is based on the facts that the solar suppose that CMEs are eruptions of large-scale closed magnetic dipole axis is nearly aligned with the rotational axis coronal fields generally centered under the streamer belt, at times of solar activity minima and that the polarities are then the polarity of the CME magnetic fields should match reversed at alternate minima. At one minimum, CMEs that of the larger solar dipole field. Kahler [1991] has sharing the orientation of the dipole field should result in net presented evidence that when active regions are associated southward BZ fields and large geomagnetic storms; at the with transequatorial loops, the loops are formed from the next minimum the CMEs should result in northward B.
leading polarities of the regions, which also match the fields and small geomagnetic storms. If this is the case, a polarities of the dipole field. While we have no measurestatistical comparison of storm sizes at alternate minima ments of magnetic fields in CMEs, it is very plausible to should yield a distinct difference between the two groups. A assume that the transequatorial direction of the CME field null result implies that some crucial element in the chain of matches that of the dipole field. This direction is least assumptions linking coronal magnetic fields to interplanetary ambiguous around solar minimum when the neutral sheet B, fields and geomagnetic storms is incorrect. Before exam-lies closest to both the equator and the ecliptic. If the CME ining the geomagnetic data, we discuss the basic assump-fields are southward pointing around one minimum, as tions linking CMEs at solar minimum to geomagnetic shown in Figure 1 , they should be northward pointing storms.
around the preceding and following minima.
If the large-scale structure of a fast CME is maintained out to I AU, as suggested in Figure 1 , then we can expect to 2. GEOMAGNETLKIN SRMS Fobserve in the shock driver gas a significant B. component matching that of the solar dipole field. Mullan [1991] has
The large-scale solar magnetic field can be characterized estimated time scales for survival against magnetic reconas a dipole, with the two hemispheres of opposite magnetic nection for solar structures ejected into the solar wind. He polarity separated by a warped neutral sheet [e.g., Hoek-found that structures with widths >50 at 2 Rs may still be sema et al., 1982; Mihalov et al., 1990; Hoeksema, 1991] . identifiable in the solar wind at I AU. Detman et al. [1991] Source surface calculations using a potential field model simulated the ejection of a spherical plasmoid with an [Hoeksema, 1991] show that near solar minimum the neutral angular size of 360 into the solar wind and found that the Hoeksema (private communication, 1992) . The tilt angles were limited to ±75°. During the 18-month periods of this study, indicated by the horizontal lines, the tilt angles were <20•. basic magnetic topology was preserved out to I AU. ReconIn this study we use storm sudden commencements nection in their modeling, however, was due only to numer-(SSCs) to detect the presence of CMEs at the Earth. SSCs ical diffusion. Large-scale transient structures, assumed to are well associated with interplanetary shocks (Smith, 1983] , be CMEs, have been inferred to be present at 1 AU from the and interplanetary shocks within 1 AU are known to be well detection of magnetic clouds and counterszreaming solar associated with fast CMEs [Sheeley et al., 1985; Cane et al., wind halo electron events . In their 19871. Geomagnetic storms with SSCs are poorly associated examination of magnetic clouds Kahier and Reames (1991] with recurrent high-speed streams (Feynman and Gu, 1986] , used solar energetic particles to show that clouds cannot be so the occurrence of an SSC can serve as a proxy for a CME, plasmoids. This means that the Bz fields should not reverse although several factors may compromise the usefulness of within CMEs from reconnection. The theoretical and obser-this proxy. The first is that the CME driving the interplanevational evidence are therefore consistent with the presertary shock will not necessarily intersect the Earth. Cane vation of large-scale transient structures to 1 AU.
[1988] estimated the longitudinal widths of flare-associated Geomagnetic activity is highly dependent on the interplaninterplanetary shocks to be -100o, in contrast to inferred etary Bz field [e.g., Gonzalez et al., 1989] . Russell and widths of <60' for the CMEs themselves. This suggests that McPherron (1973] explained the semiannual variation of the associated CME, with its B z field matching the solar geomagnetic activity in terms of a net southward magnetic dipole, will not always follow an SSC at the Earth. Another field component at the Earth when viewed in the solar-concern is that a strong Bz field may arise from draping magnetospheric coordinate system near the equinoxes. En-about a CME [Gosling and McComas, 1987] . These draped hanced activity occurs when the spiral field in the ecliptic fields are an important source of southward B• in major points toward the Sun in the spring or away from the Sun in geomagnetic storms [Tsurutani et al., 19881 . In this study we the fall. Croaker et al. [1992] recently extended this expla-assume that the Bz fields following SSCs but not lying within nation to account for the strong semiannual variation of large CMEs should average either to 0 or to a value with a sign geomagnetic storms. Since the Earth also lies at high hello-matching the solar dipole field. These fields will produce a graphic latitude near the equinoxes, during one solar cycle source of noise in our comparison between geomagnetic the field will preferentially point toward the Sun in March storms of even and odd-numbered minima. and away from the Sun in September, a condition favorable for a net southward B• and enhanced geomagnetic activity.
3 AAAAYI During alternate cycles the solar dipole field is reversed, the 3 AAAivt interplanetary field directions are preferentially weversed
We used monthly mean sunspot numbers [McKinnon, during the equinoxes, and geomagnetic activity is signifi-1987] as a proxy for dipole tilt angles. Those numbers track * candy diminished (Russell, 1974 (Russell, , 1975 . Since these varia-very well the dipole tilt angles calculated by J. T. Hoeksema tions in the in-ecliptic fields result in significant variations of (private communication, 1992) , as shown in Figure 2 . Since the consequent geomagnetic activity, we should expect even the number of SSCs is relatively low at solar minimum * larger geomagnetic variations from the changes in B• field [Mayaud, 1975; Feynman and Gu, 1986] , we took 18 months directions of CMEs at solar minimum. We have no reason to as an appropriate interval to obtain adequate statistics of expect that the speeds and pressures of disturbed solar wind, SSCs while remainin• within small tilt angles. It is necessary the other parameters of importance in driving geomagnetic to select an interval which is a multiple of 6 months to avoid storms, will differ significantly from one solar minimum a bias from the tendency for geomagnetic storms to occur period to the next, near equinoxes [Crooker et al., 1992] . For each of 10 solar Table 1 are due entirely to enhancements during the periods around the minima we selected the 18-month period with the smallest equinoxes. The X 2 probabilities that B, north and B, south running total of monthly mean sunspot numbers. The first distributions are different for the solstice months are only 8% minimum period was December 1877 to May 1879, and the for the 24-hour sums and 4% for the 36-hour sums. We last was October 1975 to March 1977. The monthly mean therefore suggest that the slightly higher number of large sunspot number exceeded 20 on only 7 of the 180 months of storms during the periods of B south shown in Table 1 result the study. The horizontal lines in Figure 2 show the 18-only from the Russell-McPherron effect. month periods for the last two minima. The average tilt angle was <20* for each entire period, although no calculations 4. Discussion exist prior to May 1976.
The behavior of the interplanetary B. field is of great In our analysis we consider only geomagnetic storms importance for predicting the size of a geomagnetic storm. following SSCs. Mayaud [1973] published a list of SSCs There have been suggestions that it may be possible to compiled from 1868 through 1967, a period including nine predict the interplanetary B, field based on a knowledge of minima. To extend the analysis to the 1975-77 minimum we the calculated coronal field of the CME. If such predictions used the lists of SSCs published by van Sabben [1976, 1977 , are feasible, we should certainly find a clear signature in our 1978]. All SSCs from the 10 solar minimum periods were comparison of geomagnetic storm sizes at alternate solar used in the analysis. Several indices are available to characminima, when the large-scale coronal field is in its simplest terize geomagnetic disturbances [Feynman and Gu, 1986] , state. The implication of the null result is that we cannot but only the aa index has been calculated for all 10 periods expect to predict B, from knowledge of the more complex of solar minima [Mayaud, 1973] . These indices are calcu-coronal fields found during periods of high solar activity. lated only for 12 hour periods. For each SSC the sums of the The failure to find a significant difference between the aa values for the 24-hour and 36-hour periods following the sizes of geomagnetic storms of alternate solar minima sug-SSC were calculated. For SSCs occurring on or before 0600 gests that one or more of the assumptions discussed in UT, the first aa value was the first of the day; for SSCs after section 2 is in error. One possibility is that the Bz fields of 0600 UT but on or before 1800 UT, the first aa value was the CMEs do systematically reverse with the solar cycle, as second of the day; and for SSCs after 1800 UT, the first aa expected, but somehow fail to produce a difference in levels value was the first of the following day. In seven cases, pairs of geomagnetic activity. However, averages of interplaneof SSCs were so close together that the same set of aa values tary Bz measurements are essentially 0 both within [Mariani was used for each pair. In each case we used only one of and Neubauer, 1990] and beyond [Thomas and Smith, 1980] these pairs; thus seven SSCs were eliminated from the 1 AU and therefore provide no evidence of a solar cycle analysis. This left a total of 103 SSCs for the minima with Bz dependence on the direction of B . Since CMEs contribute northward and 108 for those with BZ southward.
only -1% of the solar wind mass flux at solar minimum (D. The distributions of the aa sums for the five minima when Webb, private communication, 1992), they may not make a BZ is expected to be southward pointing and for the five with significant contribution to long-term averages. On the other BZ expected northward are shown in Table 1 . Contrary to hand, we should generally expect that as previously closed the expectations of the hypothesis of section 1, we find no magnetic field lines are convected away from the Sun by the statistically significant difference between the two distribu-solar wind, the dipole component would be detectable in the tions of aa sums. Comparing the two distributions with the solar wind as a net bias in the average Bz fields. X 2 test, we find that the probabilities that the distributions It should be remembered that in the absence of direct are different are only 37% for the 24-hour sums and 70% for measurements we must infer the directions of magnetic fields the 36-hour sums. The only obvious difference between the in CMEs. Perhaps the stronger, smaller-scale fields of active two distributions is a slightly higher number of storms in the regions may grow to dominate the CME fields in the interlargest aa values. The median sums for the northward and planetary medium, as implied by H&Z. If these fields are southward BZ distributions for 24-hour periods are 44 and 48, randomly oriented with respect to the solar dipole fields, the respectively, and for the 36-hour periods the median sums interplanetary fields would then bear little resemblance to are both 67. These values also show the similarity between the dipole fields. At the present time our poor knowledge of the two BZ distributions.
coronal fields allows only speculation about the true nature The search for an effect of the expected change in direc-of the fields in CMEs. tion of BZ between alternate solar minima is complicated by the presence of a 22-year cycle in geomagnetic activity.
